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Banking Awareness January 4th Week 2023 

 

1. Yes Bank and the AT-1 bonds saga, what next for investors? 

In what came as a positive development for retail investors, the Bombay High Court last week 

invalidated the write-off of additional Tier-1 (AT1) bonds issued by private lender Yes Bank. Its 

CEO Prashant Kumar on Saturday said that the company has legal grounds to appeal against the 

court order. 

Following allegations of financial discrepancies, a restructuring plan was put in place to rescue 

the private lender in March 2020. The RBI also superseded the board and placed it under an 

administrator, Prashant Kumar, former deputy managing director and CFO of State Bank of 

India (SBI). 

The bonds were written off as part of this restructuring plan. Equity holders did not face a 

similar write-down, but 75% of their shares were subject to lock-in for three years. 

Additional Tier-1 bonds are high-yield securities that typically have loss-absorbing features, 

meaning they can be written off if a lender's capital falls below a crucial level, which was 

invoked in Yes Bank's case. These bonds are a type of perpetual securities which offer higher 

risk and reward. Unlike other debt instruments, the interest rates offered here range around 

9%. 

The Sebi in September 2022 imposed a penalty of Rs 2 crore on Rana Kapoor, former chief 

executive of Yes Bank for misselling of these bonds to retail investors. 

The regulator also observed that during the process of resale, retail investors were not 

informed about all the risks involved in the subscription of these bonds. 

SEBI in an order had said that individual customers of the bank were persuaded to shift their 

investments in fixed deposits to AT1 bonds. 

These AT1 bonds were offered to them as a 'super fixed deposit' product with high safety 

features, a higher rate of return and a lock-in period of five years. 

SEBI noted that the individual investors were never apprised of the risk associated with such 

bonds. In a petition to the court soon after the RBI imposed moratorium, AT-1 bondholders had 

filed a writ petition saying that they were willing to take a 80% haircut and accept equity in 

exchange of bonds. 
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Soon after RBI realized that Yes Bank may be on the verge of collapsing, it imposed a 

moratorium on March 5 and a final scheme on reconstruction of the bank was issued on March 

13. 

Next day, the administrator informed the stock exchanges that AT-1 bonds were extinguished – 

implying that bondholders will not receive a penny. 

In a stock exchange filing late Friday, the private lender said that it is in the process of preparing 

an appeal to the Supreme Court. 

However, AT-1 bondholders may receive shares of the bank in case the Supreme Court upholds 

the Bombay High Court order. 

 

2. RBI bans SBM India from allowing foreign remittances 

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has banned State Bank of Mauritius (SBM)’s Indian subsidiary 

SBM Bank (India) Ltd from processing any foreign exchange remittances abroad under the so 

called Liberalised Remittance Scheme (LRS) till further orders.  

In a short press release on its website the RBI said that the action against the bank “is based on 

certain material supervisory concerns observed in the bank,” without giving any details. It is 

unclear as to what instances triggered the RBI action, tough Mauritius’ status as a tax haven has 

always invoked suspicion on outflows to the country. 

According to the LRS scheme which was first introduced in 2004, all resident Indian individuals, 

are allowed to freely remit up to $250,000 per financial year for any transaction abroad. The 

transfer limits have been hiked in phases starting with an initial limit of $25,000. Latest data 

shows that Indians remitted close to $2 billion in November, half of it for international travel.  

Other reasons for the money transfer included, maintenance of close relatives, gifts and 

overseas education. So far this fiscal, Indians have remitted around $17.28 billion in outward 

remittances. 

 

3. Japan’s Credit Saison Company invests Rs 540 crore in its wholly owned Indian subsidiary 

Japan’s leading financial services player Credit Saison Company invested Rs 540 crore in its 

wholly owned local subsidiary, Credit Saison India, signalling its intent to enhance exposure in 

the world’s fastest-expanding major economy. 
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This takes the total investment by the Japanese parent and its affiliates to Rs 1,600 crore into 

Credit Saison India, which expanded its portfolio of assets to Rs 5,000 crore in four years. 

 

4. Digital economy push offers hope for multiple players: Mastercard 

India's push towards expanding the digital economy offers room for multiple players to grow in 

the payments ecosystem, said Michael Froman, vice chairman and president, strategic growth 

at Mastercard. 

"Digitisation and expanding the digital economy is good. There is plenty of room for many 

different types of players in that ecosystem," Froman, who is a former United States' G-20 

sherpa and in the country to attend the B20 inception meeting here, told. 

 

 

5. NCLT extends the status quo in the Reliance Capital case until further order 

The Mumbai bench of the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) on Monday directed to 

continue a status quo in an auction process of Reliance Capital until further order. 

“We do not find any reason for not continuing the further direction till the time we pronounce 

order in the week beginning from January 30,” said the division bench comprising Justice PN 

Deshmukh and technical member Shyam Babu Gautam in an oral order, referring to its earlier 

order. 
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This follows last week’s order of the bankruptcy court to maintain the status quo until January 

23, in the matter, including deferring to the proposed auction for the sale of the Reliance 

Capital. 

The tribunal’s direction comes in an application filed by the Torrent challenging the second 

auction and a late improved offer from the Hinduja group entity. 

 

6. Insurers want NPS tax exemption for their pension schemes, too 

The insurance industry is seeking a level-playing field with the National Pension System (NPS) 

with a tax exemption for annuity products of insurance companies to make them more 

competitive. 

Companies argue that a tax exemption for investments in pension schemes will increase their 

pull to investors, helping deepen insurance penetration as it can be bundled with a life cover. 

 

7. Tier II cities beat metros in sale of term insurance products: Report 

India's Tier II cities like Ludhiana, Jaipur, Patna and Pune beat metros in terms of buying term 

insurance or pure insurance products, as per a report. According to India Protection Quotient 

survey (IPQ) commissioned by Max Life Insurance, awareness about term insurance products 

has increased post COVID-19 pandemic. 

There has been steady progress seen in preference of online channels to purchase term 

insurance, while agents remain the top channel of purchase with 2 out of 3 urban Indians 

opting for it, it said. The latest study IPQ 5.0 was conducted among 3,500 respondents in top 25 

cities. 

 

8. Centre to tap brakes on capex growth, key subsidies this Budget, says new poll 

The Indian government is set to tap the brakes on a torrid pace of capital investment growth in 

the coming fiscal year as a slowing economy limits spending power by weakening tax revenue, 

according to a Reuters poll of economists. 

Food and fertiliser subsidies that help two-thirds of India's 1.4 billion people will also be scaled 

back, according to the survey. Prime Minister Narendra Modi's government has more than 
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doubled capital spending since fiscal 2019/20 in a bid to make India a more attractive 

destination for global manufacturing.  

But private investment has lagged New Delhi's lead for about a decade. 

Capex is set to increase in fiscal 2023/24 by about 17% to 8.85 trillion Indian rupees ($109 

billion), from an estimated 7.50 trillion rupees in the current fiscal year, itself up roughly 35% 

on a year before. 

The poll also found the government would cut food and fertiliser subsidies by 26% to 3.7 trillion 

rupees from almost 5.0 trillion rupees expected during the current fiscal year. 

 

9. Centre likely to borrow record Rs 16 lakh crore in fiscal 2023/24 

The Indian government will borrow a record Rs 16 lakh crore ($198 billion) in the fiscal year to 

March 2024, according to a Reuters poll of economists, who said infrastructure spending and 

fiscal discipline ought to be its highest budget priorities. 

The federal government's gross indebtedness has more than doubled in the past four years as 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi's government has spent heavily to cushion the economy from 

the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic and to provide relief to the poor. 

 

10. Public sector banks will continue to lag private peers in deposits: Analysts 

Public sector banks are benefiting from lower credit costs and increase in risk appetite due to 

asset quality clean-up, but they face the risk of yielding further ground to private lenders on 

deposit mobilization - across geographies and customer segments.  

Hence, capital costs at public lenders could climb. Analysts also expect PSU banks to lose out on 

the higher-yielding consumer loan segments as private banks deploy more technology and 

manpower to grab the pie. 

 

11. Banks transfer Jaypee Infratech's ₹9,234-crore debt to NARCL 

Banks have completed the transfer of ₹9,234 crore of Jaypee Infratech loan to the National 

Asset Reconstruction Company (NARCL), marking the first acquisition for the government-

backed bad-loan aggregator a year after the company started operations. 
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IDBI Bank CEO Rakesh Sharma confirmed the transfer without naming the account. IDBI Bank is 

the lead lender in the account with dues of ₹3,750 crore. Sharma said the transfer to NARCL will 

reduce the bank's gross non-performing assets by 2.2 percentage points. 

 

 

12. Banks seek immunity for board members, suggest NaBFID-like shield against arrests 

Banks have asked the government for protection against the arbitrary arrest of board members 

for commercial decisions such as the granting of loans. They want similar immunity for 

executives deputed to boards of borrowing firms. The exemption could be on the lines of that 

available to the top brass of the National Bank for Financing Infrastructure and Development 

(NaBFID), they suggested. 

Bankers have been lobbying for changes in existing provisions toward this end, arguing that it 

will help hasten decision-making, in turn bolstering growth and economic development. Banks 

repeatedly raised the issue after the 2021 arrest of former State Bank of India chairman Pratip 

Chaudhuri in an alleged loan scam case. 
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13. RBI slaps Rs 26-lakh penalty on Nutan Nagarik Sahakari Bank 

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has imposed a monetary penalty of Rs 26 lakh on Nutan Nagarik 

Sahakari Bank, Ahmedabad for non-compliance with certain directions of the central bank. This 

penalty has been imposed in exercise of the powers vested in RBI conferred under the Banking 

Regulation Act, 1949, the central bank said. 

This action of the central bank is based on a deficiency in regulatory compliance and is not 

intended to pronounce upon the validity of any transaction or agreement entered into by the 

bank with its customers. 

 

14. Standard Chartered announces two senior-level appointments for India and South Asia 

Standard Chartered Bank has announced two senior-level appointments - Sarabjit Anand as the 

chief technology and operations officer (CTOO), and SV Shivshanker as the head of human 

resources, for India and South Asia effective January 2023, said a statement issued today. 
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15. Will Budget take a pause on bank privatisation even as lenders hit a purple patch? 

India’s federal government is most likely to take its foot off the gas pedal for bank privatisation 

and skip any mention of divesting state banks in the upcoming Budget 2023. However, it may 

use the privatisation of IDBI Bank as a template for such future endeavors, according to experts. 

Global recession fears and volatile markets are also among the deterrents for the government 

to shun its immediate bank privatisation plans. 

In the Union Budget for 2021-22, the government had announced its intent to take up the 

privatisation of two state-run banks (Central Bank of India and Indian Overseas Bank ) in the 

year. It also approved a policy for strategic disinvestment of public sector enterprises. 

 

16. Transition to expected credit loss-based provisioning may hit banks only one time: Report 

The implementation of expected credit loss (ECL)-based provisioning model proposed by the 

Reserve Bank of India will be smooth as the transition will hit banks' balance sheets only one 

time, a report said.  

According to analysts at rating agency Icra, this is an important step towards banks' eventual 

shift to the Indian accounting standards (IND-AS) regime and the ongoing improvements in 

their financial metrics should help most of them to transition smoothly to the new framework. 

Last week, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) sought feedback on ECL-based loss provisioning 

model and issued a discussion paper seeking inputs from all stakeholders. The final guidelines 

are likely to be notified by FY24 for implementation from April 1, 2025. 

In February 2016, the RBI had initially notified the implementation of Ind-AS from April 1, 2018 

and it had also sought the proforma Ind-AS from banks starting September 30, 2016. However, 

the implementation was subsequently deferred. 

Under the ECL model, loans will be classified as stage 1, 2 & 3, depending on their credit risk 

profile with stage 2 & 3 loans commanding higher provisions.  

This is in contrast to the existing approach of the incurred loss provisioning, wherein a step-up 

provisioning is made based on the duration for which the account has remained dud. 
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17. LegalPay acquires strategic stake in Gujarat-based NBFC Padmalaya Finserve 

Third-party litigation funding startup LegalPay has acquired a strategic minority stake in the 

Gujarat-based non-banking finance company (NBFC) Padmalaya Finserve. 

The NBFC plans to disburse about Rs 1,000 crore in loans towards legal expenses for the 

litigation as well as the interim finance to the companies, undergoing the Corporate Insolvency 

Resolution Process (CIRP). 

 

18. Nomura hires top ICICI banker to head India ECM business: Sources 

Nomura Holdings has tapped Mahesh Natarajan to head its equity capital markets business in 

India, two sources with direct knowledge told Reuters, a top-level investment banking hire that 

comes when dealmaking is going through a turbulent phase. 

Natarajan is due to join the Japanese firm's Indian unit in the coming months, the sources said, 

declining to be named as the hiring decision is not public. 

 

Natarajan currently heads the equity capital markets - including initial public offerings and block 

deals - for Nomura's domestic rival ICICI Securities and has spent nearly 17 years with the firm, 

according to his LinkedIn profile. He worked with Morgan Stanley earlier. 
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19. Transactions worth Rs 12,000 crore by insurers under taxman's lens 

Transactions of more than ₹12,000 crore are under the scanner of the income-tax department 

that is probing several commission agents of insurance companies over alleged tax evasion.  

These transactions were made by alleged shell companies that insurance companies allegedly 

used to pay much higher commissions to agents than the cap set by the insurance regulator. 

In November last year, the department had conducted searches on premises linked to the 

agents after goods & services tax (GST) authorities informed the insurance regulator about 

alleged malpractices by more than a dozen insurance companies while allocating commissions 

to their agents. 

 

20. PE firms Bain, CVC Capital among those circling around Max Financial to buy out promoter 

Analjit Singh 

Private equity funds Bain Capital and CVC Capital Partners are among those evaluating buying 

the promoter stake of in Max Financial Services Ltd (MFS) -- the flagship listed company of 

serial entrepreneur Analjit Singh, said people in the know. 

Max Financial Services, the country’s largest non-bank private life insurance company, is the 

parent entity of Max Life Insurance in which Axis Bank is a co-promoter with 12.99 percent 

stake. 
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Mitsubishi Sumitomo Insurance owns 21.86 percent in Max Financial Services. The Japanese 

group in 2012 bought out New York Life by buying their entire 26% stake in then Max New York 

Life JV for Rs2,731 crore cash, a deal that was then dubbed as the second largest in insurance 

sector. 

 

21. States interest cost inches up as borrowing grows 8 pc 

After remaining stable for many weeks, the cost of borrowing for states inched up by 5 basis 

points to 7.64 per cent at Tuesday's auction when 15 of them raised Rs 25,700 crore from the 

market.  

The amount of debt raised today is a 13-week high and for the first time shows an annualised 

growth of 8 per cent year-to-date -- a first as throughout the year, the weekly borrowing has 

been below the year-ago weeks, yet 15 per cent lower than the indicated amount in the 

borrowing calendar, according to a note by Icra Ratings. 

 

22. Banks relying on costly market borrowings for lending 

Banks are relying more on costly market borrowings instead of deposits to meet credit demand. 

Experts say that banks are yet to turn aggressive in mobilising deposits on concerns of getting 

stuck with expensive long-tenor term deposits when the interest rate cycle turns.  

An analysis shows that market borrowings by banks doubled to Rs 4.4 lakh crore in 2022. 

“At this point in time, we are watching the next central bank move on the repo rate, so raising 

funds from the market makes sense because we can tweak the tenure. But with term deposits, 

there is no scope of repricing,” said a senior official at a private sector bank. 

 

23. SBI services could be impacted after unions call for strike on January 30, 31 

State Bank of India, the country's largest lender, could see services affected on January 30 and 

31 after a two-day nationwide strike has been called by the Union Forum of Bank Unions 

(UFBU). Therefore, normal work at bank branches 'may be affected'. 

However, SBI asserted that it has made 'necessary arrangements' for the continuance of normal 

functioning at its branches. UFBU demanded the resolution of various issues related to the 11th 

wage settlement of bank employees and a five-day working week in banks. 
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24. Promoter group reclassified as public: Reliance Cap 

Debt-ridden Reliance Capital on Wednesday said the existing 'Promoter/Persons belonging to 

Promoter Group' has been reclassified as the 'Public' category.  

The company has made an application to BSE Ltd and National Stock Exchange of India Limited 

for reclassification of existing 'Promoter/Persons belonging to Promoter Group' to 'Public' in 

accordance with Regulation 31A of Sebi (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) 

Regulations, 2015, the company said in a regulatory filing. 

The company is under a resolution process under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code. 

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) had on November 29, 2021, superseded the board of RCL in 

view of payment defaults and serious governance issues. 

The RBI appointed Nageswara Rao Y as the administrator in relation to the Corporate 

Insolvency Resolution Process (CIRP) of the firm. 

 

25. Digital currency to further bolster digital economy, says RBI 

Digital currency will further bolster the digital economy, make payment system more efficient, 

reduce cost involved in physical cash management and also contribute to further financial 

inclusion, RBI Executive Director Ajay Kumar Choudhary said on Wednesday.  

Chaudhary was addressing an outreach seminar on 'Central Bank Digital Currency: The India 

Story' organised by the Reserve Bank of India. The event was organised ahead of a two-day 

International Financial Architecture Working Group G20 slated to take place on January 30 and 

31. 
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The RBI has already launched pilots of CBDC (Central Bank Digital Currency) in wholesale and 

retail segments last year. 

Chaudhary said the CBDC is just a digital form of the physical currency and will have all its 

characteristics. 

 

 

26. Srei group companies' lenders agree to set aside ₹824-crore sale proceeds in escrow 

account 

A majority of lenders to the twin Srei group companies undergoing bankruptcy proceedings 

agreed on Wednesday to set aside ₹824 crore from the proposed sale of the financial services 

firms in an escrow account.  

The move follows an appeal filed by the National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development 

(Nabard) disputing the distribution of the sale proceeds. 

Amid this, the appellate tribunal of the bankruptcy court again rejected an application from 

Adisri Commercial, the holding company of Srei Equipment, challenging the admission of the 

subsidiary for bankruptcy proceedings. 
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27. Reliance Capital lenders withdraw plea against NCLT's stay order 

The secured creditors of Anil Ambani-promoted Reliance Capital on Wednesday withdrew a 

plea from the National Company Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT) challenging the NCLT's order 

of maintaining a status quo on the debt resolution process at the distressed financier.  

The development came after the appellate tribunal observed that at this stage it is not inclined 

to hear the matter since the final order by NCLT is expected next week. 

On Monday, NCLT's Mumbai bench stayed the second round of the challenge mechanism 

proposed by the financial company's administrator Nageswara Rao Y, while adding that it would 

pronounce an order in the week beginning January 30. 

The stay by NCLT was in response to an appeal filed by Torrent Investments opposing the 

second auction and the improved bids submitted by the Hinduja Group 24 hours after the first 

auction ended on December 21. 

 

28. Banks on branch addition spree to cash in on credit growth 

Indian banks are on a branch addition spree as they look to capitalise on the purple patch in 

credit growth. While digital banking is growing at a faster clip, banks feel that a physical-plus-

online approach is here to stay.  

The trend is led by private banks. HDFC Bank alone opened 684 branches in the December 

quarter and aims to add more than 1,500 branches for the fiscal year. 

 

29. No significant risk to Indian banking system from Adani Group: CLSA 

Global broking and research firm CLSA on Thursday said it sees no significant downside risk to 

Indian banks from Adani group debt, in which the overall exposure for domestic public and 

private sector lenders remains well within the mangeable limits with adequate ring fencing. 

“Indian banking exposure is less than 40% of total group debt,” CLSA said in its report dated Jan 

26. Within this, private banks’ exposure is below 10% of total group debt and most banks have 

indicated that they have largely financed assets with strong cash flows, such as airports/ports,” 

it said. 
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Citing lower share of banks in the Adani group’s total debt of around Rs 2 trillion, CLSA said that 

while Adani’s debt levels have doubled from Rs 1 trillion or Rs 1 lakh crore to Rs 2 trillion or Rs 2 

lakh crore in the past three years, bank debt has increased by more than 25%. 

Adani fell spectacularly after it was accused of fraud and stock manipulation by a small New 

York trading firm. 

 

30. Credent Global Finance in talks to raise Rs 500 crore for tier-II projects 

Credent Global Finance (CGF), a BSE-listed, Sebi-registered NBFC is in talks to raise ₹500 crore 

under AIF to fund mid segment real estate state projects in tier 2 cities, Vishnu Rathore, Board 

of Director at Credent Global said.  

"We will focus on tier 2 cities which are the next growth engine and have a lot of potential to 

grow. Our ticket size would be Rs 30-50 crore," said Rathore. Investment in real estate in India 

grew by 32% Y-o-Y to an all-time high of $7.8 million in 2022, according to CBRE (world's largest 

commercial real estate services and investment firm) 

 

31. Dvara Holdings mulls Rs 300-crore fund to support ventures focusing on low-income 

households 

Dvara Holdings is contemplating a Rs 300-crore fund to support ventures that focus on 

improving the financial wellness of low-income households in the world’s fifth largest economy. 

Dvara would itself contribute 10-15% of the fund, co-founder and executive vice chair Samir 

Shah told. 
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“We are planning to launch a financial inclusion fund of Rs 300 crore with an aim to provide 

equity and debt funding support to ventures in their growth stage. We are in the process of 

beginning dialogues with prospective investors who will be willing to put their bet in the Indian 

financial inclusion story," Shah said. 

 

32. India's top banks say Adani exposure within RBI limits but remain watchful 

Some of India's leading public sector banks said on Friday their exposure to the Adani Group 

was within the limits prescribed by the central bank, assuaging fears of default risks from their 

exposure to the conglomerate. 

The ports-to-energy conglomerate, helmed by Gautam Adani - one of the world's richest men, 

has come under attack from U.S. short-seller Hindenburg Research, leading to a sharp fall in 

shares of group companies and the lenders that have exposure to it. 

The Reserve Bank of India allows for no more than 25% of a bank's available eligible capital 

base to be exposed to any one group of connected companies. 

Public sector banks in India have in the past been hit by massive corporate defaults. Lenders 

have since taken several measures to clean up their books, but any fresh default by a large 

corporate could strain their balance sheet. 

"There is nothing alarming about our Adani exposure and we don't have any concerns as of 

now," Dinesh Kumar Khara, chairman of country's largest lender State Bank of India, told 

Reuters on Friday. 
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33. Insurance Bill may not be introduced in budget session 

The government is likely to put on hold the Insurance Laws (Amendment) Bill, 2022, following 

demands from the industry for major changes, including dropping the composite licence 

provision, which allows insurers to undertake general and health insurance via a single entity. 

The bill was expected to be introduced in the upcoming budget session. 

A government official said that the suggestions are being examined and that an announcement 

can be made in the budget while the actual bill may be introduced later. "We will try to bring it 

in the first half of this (calendar) year," he said. 

 

34. Worst of inflation, growth and currency crises behind us: Shaktikanta Das 

Reserve Bank of India governor Shaktikanta Das on Friday said the latest dataprints on growth, 

inflation and currency volatilities indicate that the worst for the financial markets and the world 

economy is behind us and that high interest rates for a longer period looks a distinct possibility 

going forward. 

Though the global economy is projected to contract significantly in 2023, the worst, both in 

terms of growth and inflation, seems to be behind us. 

 

35. India’s forex reserves rise by $1.727 bn to $573.727 bn 

India’s foreign exchange reserves increased by $1.727 billion to $573.727 billion in the week 

ended January 20, the Reserve Bank of India said on Friday. India’s forex reserves stood at 

$561.583 billion as on January 13, 2023. 

The Foreign Currency Assets stood at $503.65 billion. FCA is a major component of the overall 

reserves. Expressed in dollar terms, FCA includes the effect of appreciation or depreciation of 

non-US units like the euro, pound and yen held in the foreign exchange reserves.  

 

36. PE/VC investments declined by a third to USD 54.2 billion in 2022 

Investments by private equity and venture capital funds declined by nearly a third to USD 54.2 

billion in 2022, which was characterised by a 'funding winter' after consecutive years of surge. 

Even after the decline, the year was the second best for India in terms of bets taken by such 
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long term investors on growing Indian companies, a report by industry lobby Ivca and the 

consultancy firm EY said. 

The investments by value were down 29 per cent as compared to USD 75.9 billion in 2021, 

while by volumes there was a 4.6 per cent decline at 1,211 transactions as against 1,269, the 

report said, adding that a sharp fall in large deals resulted in the decline. 

The firm's partner Vivek Soni said investor interest has been weighed down by inflation woes, 

recession fears, the rising cost of capital and elevated levels of uncertainty driven by 

geostrategic challenges. 

 

37. Union Bank takes second shot at selling KSK Mahanadi loan account 

Union Bank of India (UBI) has put its Rs 2,077 crore loan to KSK Mahanadi Power on sale for the 

second time in less than six months, after the unsuccessful attempt in August last year. The 

bank has set a Rs 828 crore reserve price to sell the account, a 10% reduction from the Rs 919 

crore reserve price set by the bank in August. It envisages a recovery of 40% on the account, 

down from the 44% recovery expected last time.  

Other large lenders, including State Bank of India (SBI), Punjab National Bank, Bank of Baroda 

(BoB) and Axis Bank, have already sold their debt in the company. 

 

38. Over six banks join Grant Thornton in legal fight against Winsome's Mehtas 

At least half a dozen banks in India have staked their claims on the future spoils of a complex 

legal battle - the first of its kind that local lenders are experiencing - in a London court 

spearheaded by Grant Thornton UK against Jatin Mehta and his family, the promoters of one of 

the country's largest wilful defaulters Winsome group. 

Winsome Diamonds was a massive corporate default that burst on the business world 

sometime in 2013—in the same manner as Gitanjali Gems and Niraav Modi (2018). 

IDBI Bank, Axis Bank, Exim, Bank of Maharashtra, Standard Chartered Bank and State Bank of 

Mauritius are among the financial institutions which have registered their claims in an 

arrangement under which GT, after collecting a generous success fee, would pay the Indian 

lenders pari passu in relation to the value of their claims, two persons familiar with the 

development told. 
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39. Bank unions defer two-day strike originally set for January 30, 31 

India's United Forum of Bank Unions on Saturday pushed back a previously planned two-day 

nationwide bank strike, originally scheduled for January 30 and 31, after a conciliation meet 

between the UFBU and the Indian Banks Association. 

According to C H Venkatachalam, General Secretary, All India Bank Employees' Association, the 

IBA reportedly agreed to meet with the unions on January 31 to discuss their demands - which 

include five day banking, updation of pension, and restoration of the old pension scheme. 

The two-day strike was called to press for the following demands: five-day banking, updation of 

pension, residual issues, scrapping of National Pension System, immediate starting of 

negotiation on charter of demands for wage revision, and adequate recruitment in all cadres. 

 

40. Why's the insurance industry largely silent on 100% FDI demand? 

Strangely not much of noise is being heard from the Indian insurance sector on hiking the 

foreign direct investment (FDI) to 100 per cent from the current 74 per cent as their budget 

wishlist. 

In the past, the sector's top executives would make a high-decibel pitch for their demand to 

increase the FDI limit. 
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Earlier, the life insurance industry had advocated that the increase in FDI from 26 per cent to 74 

per cent would bring in an additional capital of Rs 50,000 crore. 

Incidentally, not many foreign partners of Indian insurance joint ventures have increased their 

stakes to the permissible 74 per cent and the touted amount has not materialised. 

Even 74 per cent has been a non-starter, largely. The ones where any foreign investor would be 

interested in owning majority are not available as the domestic promoter wouldn't exit or go in 

minority. 

 

41. Punjab & Sind Bank aims at Rs 500 cr recovery from NPAs in Q4: MD 

Punjab & Sind Bank managing director Swarup Kumar Saha has said the bank is expecting a Rs 

500 crore recovery in the fourth quarter, as many of the resolution processes of NPA accounts 

are at the final stages. The state-owned bank's total recovery and upgradation stood at Rs 1,178 

crore in the three quarters of the current financial year. 

Resolution of Meenakshi Energy is at the final stage at the National Asset Reconstruction 

Company of India (NARCL), while Sintex and Srei resolutions are also at an advanced stage 

under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code. 
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Aided by a reduction in bad loans, recovery from them and healthy growth in interest spread, 

the bank aims to maintain its profit growth during the financial year ending March 2023. 

The bank will soon start the process of appointing merchant banks and take opinions about 

market conditions, he said, adding the bank would take a call on raising funds through equity or 

bonds. As far as the capital adequacy ratio is concerned, the bank is well capitalised at 15.57 

per cent and it can easily take care of business growth this year, he added. 

 


